
EVIDENCE OF FLUSHING & BACTERIAL TRENDING

With healthcare facilities having more rigorous requirements on their water system

control, there have been excellent cases of implementation that Citritek has been a party

to across several NHS hospitals.

In one of the first-ever trials of tangeritin, a hospital in South West England implemented

the system across a ward where there had been ongoing concerns around flushing

regime non-compliances. This was then compared to the existing tick-box sheet that was

in use. In just a few months, remote monitoring had enabled the Estates team to not only

identify these failures but, unexpectedly establish the previously-unknown circumstances

of very high ambient temperatures across the ward. Several metres of pipework were not

properly insulated thus the hospital's cold water across large portions of the system was

spending hours at temperatures in excess of 28ºC. The remote monitoring enabled the

hospital to initiate further projects to improve pipe-lagging and air conditioning systems

that required repair.

OUR CARBON
FOOTPRINT

Large buildings inherently
have large carbon
footprints associated with
them. Not just in the
energy they use and waste
they produce but with the
CO2 emissions linked to
contractors travelling to
and from site. 

It is estimated that, on
average, every full-time
multi-site contractor
creates in excess of 5.5
tonnes of CO2 emissions
every year in the UK.
Across large sites with
dozens of contractors
visiting their buildings
every day, it is easy to
extrapolate this number
to appreciate the scale of
emissions associated
with visiting contractors. 

According to Forbes
(2020), "the proliferation
of long-range, ultra-low-
power IoT sensors and
networks...is potentially
the most important
technology innovation in
generations that will help
preserve our future
natural resources."

WIRELESS TEMPERATURE MONITORING FOR
LEGIONELLA CONTROL

INTRODUCTION

According to Smart Water Magazine (2019), "IoT eliminates human error and gives

accurate results". This document explores how remote monitoring can and has enabled

organisations to better understand and manage their water systems and the different

approaches to implementation that Citritek and remote monitoring has seen.

A CASE STUDY

In South East England, a hospital is expanding its

use of tangeritin devices across its main building

to analyse the relationship between temperature

trends in conjunction with laboratory tested
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     bacterial counts. Over time this

is helping address hot water supply

and return issues as well as a lack of

usage at various specific outlets in

patient areas..

The difficulty with large, complex

water systems, such as those found in 

hospitals, is that there are numerous

competing factors in safely managing

its operation. Legionella control

requires high water temperatures but

these temperatures increase the risk

of scalding. Thus, thermostatic mixing

valves (TMVs) are installed and/or

temperatures are lowered in

conjunction with chemical addition.

However, the former provides an area

that can harbour bacteria and, if

nursing or housekeeping teams are

undertaking the monitoring, result in

the recorded temperatures being

meaningless in terms of Legionella.

Furthermore, the latter can cause

wide-scale damage to the water

system construction.

Meticulous temperature control is

therefore essential to best practice for

water quality control and can only be

achieved by constant monitoring.

Remote monitoring is, in reality, the

only way to accomplish this.

In one of central London's leading financial institutions, a large-scale  rollout

of tangeritin devices across a building with a footprint of over 700,000 sq. ft., has begun to

demonstrate where sweeping savings can be made after less than 3 months from date of

system installation. 

Due to the scale of the building, the number of outlets, occupants and required in-house

engineers meant that a lot of time had been spent trying to manually monitor and

manage the building's various water systems. Flushing was undertaken as per a fixed

schedule detailed within the organisation's CAFM system that was not dynamic and was

also difficult to keep up with. Plus, the little-used outlets register was not referred to

confidently by staff or management.

It was estimated that in-house maintenance teams of varying skill sets (from plumbers to

engineers) were spending over 500 hours per year in flushing related tasks.

This scenario had resulted in a management scheme that was very reactive. The small

proportion of proactive tasks that were planned wasted significant amounts of in-house

engineers' time as well as the organisation's money on external contractors who were

working with incomplete information.

As a result of the information now being provided by the Citritek system, little-used outlets

can categorically be identified for flushing only as required. Furthermore, any outlets that

are usually high traffic but are sporadically not used now trigger warning notifications that

the maintenance team can then plan into an engineer's PPM.

The next focus is now on the scattered non-compliance events regarding hot return

temperatures. Some may be related, others may be location specific. Now, however, the

organisation can begin the process of engineering out these issues with remedial actions.

MEETS THE WATER INDUSTRY
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BETTER DATA EQUALS BETTER DECISIONS

T H E  I N T E R N E T  O F  T H I N G S
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